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Innovative solutions for e-Traction Motor and Battery Cell
Connection System
This session presents some of the newest Marsilli innovations for e-Traction
motor and electric batteries that can shape the future of electrification.
The first part, held by Mr. Rajasekhara, is dedicated to the new Distributed
High Density (DHD) winding technology designed by Marsilli to be a more
efficient alternative to the distributed motor winding technologies currently
available on the market (insertion and hairpin). Marsilli has designed and made
two 75kW DHD-wound prototypes, which have been tested on test benches by
two renowned Universities with results in term of efficiency and power that
outperform the ones calculated with the theoretical model. The data gathered
has been also used in a comparative analysis with a hairpin-wound motor
model of the same size and specifications.
The second solution presented for e-Traction motors concerns the winding
technologies for high performing rotors free from rare earth materials and their
drawbacks.
Finally, Mr. Omenetti presents a Battery Cell Connection System solution for
Lithium-Ion batteries designed to be a more convenient alternative to the
technologies available on the market that use wire harnesses or flat cable
(FPC/flex) for the connection of the battery cells. This solution is fully
automated, scalable and designed to reduce the direct production costs.
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